
Refer to the HOW TO video section on our website or follow us 
to explore inspiring and sophisticated DIY projects: 

WWW.MONTANA-CANS.COM/HOWTO
WWW.MONTANA-CANS.BLOG/DIY

FOLLOW US AT @ALLSPRAYPAINTED

VINTAGE SPRAY FILTER 400ml
NEW MONTANA-CANS EFFECT AVAILABLE!

WWW.MONTANA-CANS.COM



Wooden Sign without VINTAGE Filter after VINTAGE Filter was applied

VARNISH Spray Filter is equipped with 
the Flat Jet Cap Medium that is able to be 
adjusted to a vertical or horizontal output for 
smooth and equal delivery of the spray  
output - Perfect for application on objects  
or sealing surfaces!

EV1050   Yellowing Effect

THE NEW MONTANA-CANS

VINTAGE SPRAY
CREATE USED LOOK & VINTAGE EFFECTS!
Ever found yourself lost in the romance of second hand shops or yard sales, loo-
king at all the retro and vintage objects and wondering what stories lay behind 
the aging facade? Now you too can create that flair yourself on almost any object 
or surface and upcycle it into something inspiring or functional. Whether your 
an experienced DIY-ist or new to arts and crafts, Montana VINTAGE Spray Filter 
is the tool for your retro project. VINTAGE Spray is a solvent-based, high quality 
acrylic, low pressure effect spray. The yellow transparent coating is a UV-resis-
tant, quick drying semi-gloss finish that brings best results on white or light co-
lors. Montana VINTAGE Spray is perfect for all creative workers that are trying 
to create a vintage or aged looking effect. Applying Montana VINTAGE Spray to 
your favorite black and white photos can create an authetic looking vintage touch.  

Signage and furniture can also become a center piece for any home of busi-
ness. With multiple layers of VINTAGE Spray and some smooth sanding when 
fully cured, new objects can appear as if they have a longer story to tell. The 
VINTAGE Spray Filter can be combined with Montana VARNISH for additional 
protection once completely cured. Ideal for use on surfaces that are painted or 
printed, on furniture, photos and many other substrates. Multiple layers of the 
VINTAGE Spray Filter, irregular coating and smooth sanding (when fully cured) 
will intensify the used look effect.

More information can be found on the Montana Cans website:

WWW.MONTANA-CANS.COM/HOWTO

WORKS ON MANY SURFACES
WEATHER- & ABRASION PROOF *

HIGH-COVERING & QUICK DRYING
SEMI GLOSS FINISH
UV-RESISTANT
* when fully cured

WORKS ON MANY SUBSTRATES e.g. 
PAPER, CARDBOARD, CANVAS, WOOD, METAL, 

CERAMIC AND SYNTHETIC SURFACES*

*IT IS RECOMMENDED ALWAYS TO  CHECK COMPATIBILITY ON 
A NON VISIBLE PART OF THE OBJECT


